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Board Concept.  
 

The SMD-BackPack170 PCB (from here on called SMD-BP170) is the `big brother’ to 
my earlier BackPack170 and is basically the same but re-designed using mostly 
surface mount components to allow more functionality to be added to the board.  

SMD-BP170 has the following added features. 

Support for a DS3232MZ High Accuracy RTC chip  
On board FT231X USB Serial UART  
ICSP header for Firmware Update 



As with its predecessor, the SMD-BP170 was designed to attach to the rear of the 
readily available, and cheap, 2.4” and 2.8” SPI driven, TFT Display modules that are 
currently available on places like eBay, to provide a full MicroMite PIC170 and 
TFT/Touch display in the one compact module. 

The design concept has come about because of the efforts of Peter Mather in 
writing C-Functions and driver code to support both the TFT display Module and its 
optionally integrated touch screen. Now Geoff Graham has expanded the capabilities 
of MMBasic to have on board support for many graphic and touch commands for 
these modules. At the time of writing the latest stable version of MMBasic 
firmware to support these modules is 4.7b8. 

 

SMD-BP170’s interface is `small but fully featured’ by design!  

The idea behind SMD-BP170 was to have a small piggy back board that could provide 
most of the features available on the MicroMite processor, with an emphasis on 
SMALL. SMD-BP170 is just that at 43.5mm x 32.5mm (1.71” x 1.28”). Due to the use 
of SMD devices in SMD-BP170, I have been able to implement an almost `fully blown’ 
uMite board.  

MMBasic v4.7b8 – or later - Required 
As SMD-BP170 requires the speed of `C’ code to generate the performance needed 
to drive the TFT module it is necessary to have been flashed with MMBasic version 
4.7b8 or greater.   This firmware can be downloaded from here. 

http.//geoffg.net/Downloads/Micromite/Micromite_4.7_Beta8.zip 

 

Compatible TFT Touch screen Modules. 

Generally the cheapest place to buy a compatible                                                                  
screen is eBay.                                                                                                                          
Search for 2.4” (or 2.8”) SPI TFT Touch                                                                                           
and check the specs for the Processor,                                                                      
typically it is an ILI9341.                       
Make sure that the rear                                                                                                  
side has the Touch IC (U1)                     
installed (as shown). 



 

Construction.  

As SMD-BP170 is almost entirely composed of Surface 
mount devices and indeed the passives are relatively 
small 0805 (2mm x 1.2mm) devices, it does require a 
reasonable amount of soldering ability to construct. I 
recommend starting with U1, U2, U3 & VReg1 followed 
by all the SMD 0805 components and LEDs (Note 
Polarity) then C1 (Note Polarity), Q1, D1 & the USB connector (J10) and lastly the 
male header Pins J1, J2, J4-J9, J11 & J12 mounted on the Topside (USB Socket 
side) of the PCB. Note that whilst 0805 LED markings vary, they mostly resemble 
the picture `above’ with the cathode marked with a green bar or similar. 
 

Rx and Tx LED Labelling. 

The overlay has the Rx and Tx text for the LEDs swapped, this is due to errors in 
the FTDI data sheet, see the errata section for more information. 

 

Windows Drivers: 

Windows should automatically install the correct driver when SMD-BP170 is first 
plugged into a USB port on the PC. In my case my windows 8.1 system worked 
immediately and did not require a new driver, I did have drivers installed for the 
FT232RL series so I suspect these worked with the FT231X chip. My windows 7 PC, 
even though it had drivers for the FT232RL chip installed, went and searched for 
and found a driver, this process took around a minute. I have had one report of a win 
8.1 PC not installing the driver automatically, if that is the case then please look for 
the drivers in this location:  

 

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/D2XX.htm 

 

Note, after the driver has been successfully installed once it should not need to be 
installed again, MuP-TTL should be immediately operational when plugged into a 
functional USB port.  



 Schematic. 
 

  



Bill of Materials 

 
Ref. Type Description Comments

C1 47uf  6v3 Tantalum SMD Low ESR 3225 or 1206 Surface mount device

C2 100nF 0805 SMD

C3 100nF 0805 SMD

C4 100nF 0805 SMD

C5 100nF 0805 SMD

C6 100nF 0805 SMD

C7 100nF 0805 SMD

J1 14pin Dual row Header Male

J2 14pin Dual row Header Male

J3 14pin Header Female * See Text

J4 6pin Header Male

J5 4pin Header Male

J6 2pin Header Male

J7 2pin Header Male

J8 3pin Header Male

J9 2pin Header Male I Suggest a Different colour than Black

J10 Mini B USB SMD

J11 6pin Header Male ICSP Programming header

J12 2pin Header Male I Suggest a Different colour than Black

LED1 SMD LED 0805 SMD User Choice of colour (suggest Green)

LED2 SMD LED 0805 SMD User Choice of colour (suggest Yellow)

LED3 SMD LED 0805 SMD User Choice of colour (suggest Red)

R1 10k  0.125w 0805 SMD

R2 2k2-10k  0.125w 0805 SMD 10k for 100kHz I2C, 2k2 for 400kHz

R3 2k2-10k  0.125w 0805 SMD 10k for 100kHz I2C, 2k2 for 400kHz

R4 1k  0.125w 0805 SMD * See Text

R5 270R  0.125w 0805 SMD

R6 470R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

R7 6R8  0.125w  * 0805 SMD * See Text

R8 390R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

R9 27R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

R10 27R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

R11 270-680R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

R12 270-680R  0.125w  * 0805 SMD

D1 1N4148 Signal Diode Standard Through hole device

Q1 BC337 NPN To-92 package to-92

U1 PIC32MX170F256B Main CPU

U2 DS3232MZ SSOP RTC * Optional

U3 FT231X SSOP FTDI USB Bridge

VReg1 LM1117-33  SOT223 3v3 Voltage Regulator SMD SOT-223 Package  
 

  



Connections. 
J1, J2 

J1 & J2 are the general I/O headers for connectivity to the `real world’. Note that 
the following Pic32 pins are used to drive the TFT display module and these may, or 
may not, be able to used for other tasks.   

(Pic 32) Pin No.s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 25 & 26  

It may be possible to blank the display to use these pins temporally and then 
reinstate the display later when needed. That of course would depend on what other 
use you wish to use these pins for, the pinout of these two headers is detailed in the 
table below. 

 

J1 Pic32 Pin # J2 Pic32 Pin #
1 MCLR 1 3v3
2 Pin(2) 2 GND
3 Pin(3) 3 Pin(26)
4 Pin(4) 4 Pin(25)
5 Pin(5) 5 Pin(24)
6 Pin(6) 6 Pin(23)
7 Pin(7) 7 Pin(22)
8 GND 8 Pin(21)
9 Pin(9) 9 GND
10 Pin(10) 10 GND
11 Console Tx 11 Pin(18)
12 Console Rx 12 Pin(17)
13 3v3 13 Pin(16)
14 Pin(14) 14 Pin(15)  

J3  

J3 is the interface to the TFT module itself, it is the user’s choice whether you 
directly solder BP170 to the module or solder a FEMALE header to the underside of 
BP170 and mount it that way. The pictures below show the earlier model  BP170 
mounted directly to the TFT module, SMD-BP170 would mount in the same manner. 
The red highlighted on the side view shows a double sided `sticky’ foam pad to 
support and protect the two boards from shorting out. It would be a good idea to 
use some tough plastic or sharkskin to provide further protection if it is likely to be 
handled roughly. 



NOTE! 

 

                                                  These pictures 
actually show a 
BP170 board 
fitted to the TFT 
module but the 
SMD-BP170 would 
mount using 
exactly the same 
principle. 

 

 

 

J4  

J4 is, now almost redundant, a Console and Power input header. It is possible to use 
a modified Dontronics cable (see Appendix A) or my MuP-TTL adapter to drive the 
SMD-BP170 however it would conflict with U3, so if desired it would be necessary to 
omit U3 from the board. If U3 is installed then J4 can be used as a 5V power source 
or just simply test points for the Rx and Tx console for debugging purposes. 

J4 pin functions are shown below.   

Pin 1     Serial TTL level Tx (OUT)   
Pin 2   Serial TTL Level Rx (IN)  
Pin 3   Gnd   
Pin 4   N/C  
Pin 5   5V power Input  
Pin 6   Gnd   
 

J5    

J5 is the I2C header for connection to suitable I2C hardware if desired.  
Pinout is as follows.  



 
Pin 1     Gnd   
Pin 2   5V or 3v3 depending on the state of J8  
Pin 3   Clock  
Pin 4   Data   
 

J6, J7  

J6 & J7 are to enable the pullup resistors for the I2C Clock and Data lines. Leaving 
these open will disable the pullup resistors, linking them with shorting blocks will 
enable the pullup Resistors.  

NOTE!  

For 100Khz Operation, use 10k Ohm for R2 & R3. For 200Khz Operation use 4k7 
Ohm for R2 & R3. For 400Khz Operation use 2k2 Ohm for R2 & R3.   

J8  

J8 selects the voltage level to pin 2 of the I2C header J5, either 5V or 3v3.    

J9  

J9 is a Battery Connection to power the DS3232MZ chip to maintain the RTC whilst 
there is no power applied to SMD-BP170, Take care note of the polarity (+ and -). 
The battery should be a 3v to 3v6 battery. I recommend a battery similar to the one 
shown below. Note! The J9 Reference was Omitted from the overlay due to lack of 
room and in the interest of clarity. I suggest a different colour than black to make 
it stand out. 

 

 

 

 

 

J10  

J10 is the Mini-USB SMD Connector, this is the console input (via a USB port) and is 
also the main power source for SMD-BP170.  



J11  

J11 is the ICSP header and is used in conjunction with a PicKit3 to flash the 
Pic32MX170 with MMBasic. J11’s pinout is as follows. 

1 - MCLR  
2 - Vcc  
3 - GND  
4 - PGD  
5 - PGC  
6 - NC 

J12  

J12 is a 2 pin header that I was just able to squeeze in directly below J2. This 
provides access to the INT and 32kHz outputs of the DS3232MZ RTC chip.  J12’s 
pinout is as follows. I suggest a different colour than black to make it stand out. 

1 – INT 
2 - 32kHz output 

 

NOTES!   
J3   

J3 May be omitted and the BP170 PCB directly soldered to the TFT Display module, 
this results in a low profile assembly and is my recommended method of connection 
to a TFT module.  

I suggest fully testing your SMD-BP170 before you commit to soldering it to the 
TFT module. 

If a FEMALE header is preferable to use this should be mounted to the 
UNDERSIDE of the BP170 PCB to direct connect to the TFT Module, this results in 
a higher profile for the assembly.  

R4  

R4 is basically redundant now that U3 (FT231X) is installed but in the event that you 
decide to omit U3 from your build then R4 is to protect the Pic170’s Rx pin from 
damage if a 5V level TTL serial cable is used for the console input. If U3 is not 
installed and you are using a 3v3 level cable/adapter then omit R4 and solder a wire 
link in its place.  



R7  

R7 is a voltage dropper and is designed to limit the voltage going to the TFT Module 
for the Backlight drive circuitry. The Backlight will draw between 60-80mA at a 
nominal 3.2Vdc. The 6R8 was selected to suit my cable which supplies 4.85Vdc, if 
your 5V source is 5V I suggest replacing this with a 8R9 resistor, if your source is 
5.15Vdc I suggest using a 12R resistor.  

 

R11 & R12 LED Resistors: 

R11 & R12 limit the current into the LEDs and may be any value between 270R (gives 
a bright LED) and 680R (Gives a dim LED), I have left this to user choice as to what 
level of brightness these LEDs should be. (I prefer dim, others prefer bright). Of 
course different brand LEDs may also have varying brightness levels to others. 

 

Backlight Control      

I have used Pin(26) of the Pic32 to control the backlight as this pin can do digital 
out as well as PWM. A Low on Pin(26) will turn the backlight OFF a High will turn the 
backlight ON. The circuitry was quite tricky to achieve this, in fact the resistor 
balance between R8 and R6 was quite critical, changing the values by as little as 20% 
was enough to make one end of the ON-OFF states to be not optimal, ie. The back 
light would dim but not turn off fully or the backlight would not turn on fully.  

You should have no issues if you use the values specified providing your source power 
supply is close enough to 5Vdc, possibly adjust R7 (see above). 

 

This example shows how to use Digital ON/OFF backlight control using Pin(26) 

SETPIN 26,dout ‘ Set Pin 26 for Digital Out 
PIN(26)=0  ‘ Set Pin 26 LOW (Backlight OFF) 
PAUSE 5000  ‘ Wait to see backlight is off 
PIN(26)=1  ‘ Set Pin 26 HIGH (Backlight ON) 
 

This example shows how to use PWM to control the brightness of the backlight 
 

PWM 2, 100000, xx ‘ xx=0 to 100% backlight brightness 

  



 

Configuring MMBasic for SMD-BP170 

 
The following Configuration code for Mick's SMD-BP170 needs to be issued (once only) before any of the new TFT features 
in MMBasic will function with BackPack170. 
 
NOTE 1!!     These are done just once as MMBasic will remember these settings for the next time. 
NOTE 2!!     These commands are done at the COMMAND Prompt ">", NOT in the program code itself (It will error) 
NOTE 3!!      MMBasic 4.7b8 or later is required to support the TFT and Touch panel. 
 
To Set Landscape Mode. 
 
    OPTION LCDPANEL ILI9341,L,4,5,6 
 
To Set Portrait Mode. 
 
    OPTION LCDPANEL ILI9341,P,4,5,6 
 
Configure Touch Screen. 
 
    OPTION TOUCH 7,2 
 
To Calibrate the Touch Screen. 
 
    GUI CALIBRATE. 
 
Reset the Screen settings back to unconfigured. 
 
    OPTION LCDPANEL DISABLE 
 

  



28 Pin Micromite Connections       (reprinted, with kind permission by Geoff Graham) 

 

The following diagram shows the possible functions of each I/O pin on the Micromite. 

Note that the physical pins on the chip and the pin numbers used in MMBasic are the same.  This means 
that nine pins are not available in MMBasic as they are dedicated to functions such as power and ground.  
These pins are highlighted in grey in the diagram. 

   
RESET  Wired to +V directly or via 10K resist  1  28 ANALOG POWER (+2.3 to +3.6V) 

DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG    2 27 ANALOG GROUND 
SPI OUT  |  DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG 3 26  ANALOG  |  DIGITAL  |  PWM 2A 
PWM 1A  |  DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG 4 25 ANALOG  |  DIGITAL  |  SPI CLOCK 
PWM 1B  |  DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG 5 24 ANALOG  |  DIGITAL  |  PWM 2B 
PWM 1C  |  DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG 6 23 ANALOG  |  DIGITAL 

COM1. ENABLE  |  DIGITAL  |  INT  | ANALOG 7 22 DIGITAL   |  5V  |  COM1. RECEIVE 
GROUND 8   21 DIGITAL   |  5V  |  COM1. TRANSMIT 

COM2. TRANSMIT  |  INT  |  DIGITAL 9 20 47µF TANT CAPACITOR (+) 
COM2. RECEIVE  |  INT  |  DIGITAL 10 19 GROUND 

CONSOLE Tx (DATA OUT) 11 18 DIGITAL  |  5V  |  COUNT  |  I2C DATA 
CONSOLE Rx (DATA IN) 12 17 DIGITAL  |  5V  |  COUNT  |  I2C CLOCK 

POWER (+2.3 to +3.6V) 13 16 DIGITAL  |  5V  |  COUNT  |  WAKEUP  |  IR 
SPI IN  |  5V  |  DIGITAL 14 15 DIGITAL  |  5V  |  COUNT 

   
 
The notation is as follows (the mnemonic in brackets is the mode used in the SETPIN command). 

ANALOG These pins can be used to measure voltage (AIN).   

DIGITAL Can be used for digital I/O such as digital input (DIN), digital output (DOUT) and open 
collector output (OOUT). 

INT Can be used to generate an interrupt (INTH, INTL and INTB). 

COUNT Can be used to measure frequency (FIN), period (PIN) or counting (CIN). 

5V These pins can be connected to 5V circuits.  All other I/O pins are strictly 3.3V maximum. 

COM xxx These are used for serial communications (see Appendix A) 

I2C xxx These are used for I2C communications (see Appendix B) 

SPI xxx If SPI is enabled these pins will be used for SPI I/O (see Appendix D) 

PWM xxx PWM or SERVO output (see the PWM and SERVO commands) 

IR This can be used to receive signals from an infrared remote control (see the IR command) 

WAKEUP This pin can be used to wake the CPU from a sleep (see the CPU SLEEP command). 

 

 
  



Useful Links. 
 

Further information on the software and hardware implementation can be found in     
the forums located here.      

2.4” SPI Colour Screen 
http.//www.thebackshed.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=7355&KW=2.4%22 

 

Full hardware design for the MicroMite (uMite) project can be found here.   

  http.//geoffg.net/micromite.html 

 
The Back Shed Microcontroller Forum 

http.//www.thebackshed.com/forum/forum_topics.asp?FID=16 

 

MicroMite.org  (They stock a wide range of other uMite goodies including my boards) 
 

Dontronics, A supplier of other hobbyist items and microprocessor boards 
http.//www.shop-dontronics.com 
 
My MuP-TTL  
http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/09%20MuP-TTL/MuP-TTL.pdf 
 
 
An FTDI based TTL serial cable for BP170 
https://www.shop-dontronics.com/ftdi-usb-to-serial-ttl-level-3.3v-converter-cable 
 

  

A shameless plug of other Products and offerings I have to offer 

http.//www.thebackshed.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=6992&KW=*** 

Or 

http.//www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/ 

  



ERRATA 
NOTE!!   

Whilst the labelling of Rx and Tx (for the LEDS only) are correct as per the data 
sheet they in fact seem to work in Reverse, i.e. Tx flashes when SMD-BP170 
receives a character and Rx flashes when SMD-BP170 sends a character. 

I have checked and rechecked these pins and they are labelled as per the 
information in the data sheet.  

UPDATE! 

The Data sheet is indeed wrong, with regards to the Tx LED and Rx LED control. 

Table 3.6 in the data sheet clearly states that CBUS1 (pin 17) is the Rx LED driver 
and that CBUS2 (pin 10) is the Tx LED driver, this is repeated again in table 8.1. The 
schematic diagram shown in figure 7.1 has these two swapped from the pin function 
tables. It is in fact the schematic that is correct, I designed SMD-BP170 on the 
basis of the Pin Function tables being correct. This is quite disappointing as the data 
sheets are otherwise quite well written and accurate. 

If I ever sell enough to warrant another batch I will correct these designations and 
also fix them on the overlay. 

  



 

 

APPENDIX A 

 

If you wish to use of the FTDI 3v3 cables similar to the ones available from DONTRONICS.COM 

https://www.shop-dontronics.com/ftdi-usb-to-serial-ttl-level-3.3v-converter-cable 
 

You will have to modify the pinout of the female header as shown below.. 

 

 

The Green (RTS) and Brown (CTS) wires may be simply cut off or taped back out of the way so that they 
don’t short with other connections. 

It is a very simple process to remove a wire from the plastic connector, simply use a sharp blade to gently 
lift the small plastic locking tab and pull the terminal out of the connector. To fit a terminal into another 
position simply push it in until it clicks. 


